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Highlights
- CAG/CTG triplet repeats block replication in both orientations on a yeast chromosome
- Replication fork stalling depends on mismatch repair integrity
- Msh2p is enriched at CAG/CTG triplet repeats in both orientations
- MSH2 overexpression favors or stabilizes the formation of heteroduplex molecules
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Abstract
Trinucleotide repeat expansions are responsible for at least two dozen neurological disorders.
Mechanisms leading to these large expansions of repeated DNA are still poorly understood. It
was proposed that transient stalling of the replication fork by the repeat tract might trigger
slippage of the newly-synthesized strand over its template, leading to expansions or
contractions of the triplet repeat. However, such mechanism was never formally proven. Here
we show that replication fork pausing and CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeat instability are not
linked, stable and unstable repeats exhibiting the same propensity to stall replication forks
when integrated in a yeast natural chromosome. We found that replication fork stalling was
dependent on the integrity of the mismatch-repair system, especially the Msh2p-Msh6p
complex, suggesting that direct interaction of MMR proteins with secondary structures
formed by trinucleotide repeats in vivo, triggers replication fork pauses. We also show by
chromatin immunoprecipitation that Msh2p is enriched at trinucleotide repeat tracts, in both
stable and unstable orientations, this enrichment being dependent on MSH3 and MSH6.
Finally, we show that overexpressing MSH2 favors the formation of heteroduplex regions,
leading to an increase in contractions and expansions of CAG/CTG repeat tracts during
replication, these heteroduplexes being dependent on both MSH3 and MSH6. These
heteroduplex regions were not detected when a mutant msh2-E768A gene in which the
ATPase domain was mutated was overexpressed. Our results unravel two new roles for
mismatch-repair proteins: stabilization of heteroduplex regions and transient blocking of
replication forks passing through such repeats. Both roles may involve direct interactions
between MMR proteins and secondary structures formed by trinucleotide repeat tracts,
although indirect interactions may not be formally excluded.

Keywords: Replication pause, Trinucleotide repeats, Mismatch repair, Heteroduplex
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1. Introduction
Trinucleotide repeat expansions are involved in more than two dozen human neurological
disorders [1,2]. Expansion mechanisms in human cells have, so far, eluded our understanding,
but experiments in model organisms led to conclusions that S-phase replication DNA
synthesis, double-strand break repair or gap repair may lead to triplet repeat expansions [2–6].
Replication slippage was historically the first mechanism proposed to induce expansions [7–
9]. Slippage was supposed to occur following replication fork stalling and restart, after
dissociation/reassociation of the newly-synthesized strand from its template strand [10–12],
due to transient formation of CAG/CTG hairpin structures [13–15]. Replication fork pauses
were shown to occur within plasmid-borne CCG/CGG, CAG/CTG and GAA/TTC triplet
repeats, in bacteria, yeast and human cells [16–20], whereas GAA/TTC repeats were shown to
transiently stall replication forks when cloned in a yeast natural chromosome [21]. No proof
of replication fork stalling due to chromosomal-borne CAG/CTG repeats was ever shown.
Actually, when a (CTG)55 triplet repeat was integrated in a yeast natural chromosome, no
evidence for a pausing signal at this locus was detected by 2D gel electrophoresis [22]. In
addition, although replication slippage models postulate that transient fork stalling is a
prerequisite to strand slippage, no formal demonstration of such correlation was ever
published.
It was formerly shown that human Msh2 binds in vitro to both CAG and CTG synthetic
hairpins, binding a CAG oligonucleotide being slightly more efficient than binding a CTG
oligonucleotide [23]. It was subsequently suggested that the Msh2-Msh3 complex binds CAG
hairpins, inhibiting Msh3 ATPase activity and slowing down release of the complex from the
hairpin [24], although this last point is still controversial [25]. It was subsequently shown that
the human MSH2-MSH3 complex discriminates between repair-competent loops and repairresistant loops, such as those formed by long CAG repeats [26]. More recently, it was shown
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that short CAG/CTG slip-out structures were efficiently repaired by human MutL and
MutS complexes [27,28], and to a lesser extent by MutS [27]. In mice in which Msh2,
Msh3, Pms2, Mlh1 or Mlh3 were reduced or abolished, CAG/CTG repeat expansions were
decreased [29–37]. This is also true when Msh2 was partially or totally depleted in a mouse
model for fragile X premutation [38]. In addition, the Msh2 ATPase domain (abolishing
ATPase activity but not DNA-binding ability) was shown to be directly involved in
trinucleotide repeat expansions, strongly suggesting that a functional MutS complex was
indeed required for such expansions [35]. Finally, it was recently demonstrated that two or
three extrahelical CAG or CTG triplets were sufficient to trigger MutL activation, and
depended on MutS function [39]. All these data point to a model in which MMR complexes
recognize and bind secondary structures associated to CAG/CTG repeats, maybe stabilizing
these structures, and that such binding leads to expansions, by a process requiring a functional
MMR activity. In support of this model, it was shown that purified yeast Msh2p-Msh3p
inhibits Rad27p cleavage at the base of repeat-containing 5' flaps, suggesting that this
inhibition eventually leads to repeat expansions in vivo [40].

We reasoned that mismatch repair complexes could directly or indirectly interfer with
replication by slowing it down or transiently stalling it at trinucleotide repeat tracts. To
investigate the precise role of MMR proteins in replication fork stalling, we used an
experimental system previously designed to study trinucleotide repeat replication in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae [22]. We found that replication fork stalling within trinucleotide
repeat tracts was dependent on the presence of MSH2, MSH6 and MLH1. Chromatin
immunoprecipitation of Msh2p showed an enrichment of this protein at the triplet repeat
locus, as compared to flanking regions. This enrichment was decreased in msh6 and in
msh3 cells. Finally, we present molecular evidence for the presence of heteroduplex regions
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at the triplet repeat locus. These heteroduplexes depend on MSH2 overexpression and on the
presence of both MSH3 and MSH6 genes. These data bring direct evidence for the existence
of transient DNA-protein intermediates, in vivo, containing a slipped-strand DNA structure,
suggesting that these transient intermediates might be triggering replication fork stalling,
rather than secondary structures themselves.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Yeast strains
ARG2 was engineered by integration, in a MATa haploid yeast strain, of a cassette containing
trinucleotide repeats in one of two orientations and a selection marker (TRP1) [22]. Mutant
alleles were completely deleted and replaced by the KANMX4 marker, using the classical
gene "ends-out" replacement method [41]. Shortly, 70 nt long oligonucleotides were
synthesized (Integrated DNA Technologies). The 5' part of each oligonucleotide (50 nt) was
designed to be homologous to the 50 bp right upstream or downstream of the targeted gene.
The 3' part of each oligonucleotide (20 nt) was homologous to regions upstream and
downstream the KANMX4 cassette. The PCR product amplified on a KANMX4 template
using these two oligonucleotides was transformed into yeast using the Lithium Acetate-PEG
procedure, as previously described [42]. Gene replacement was verified by Southern blot and
trinucleotide repeat size was also checked by Southern blot in correctly deleted transformants.
All strains used in the present study are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Strains used in this study
Strain
Genotype
GFY117 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1
GFY170 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CAG)60-TRP1 (3)
GFY167 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)120-TRP1
GFY176 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 lys2202 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)-TRP1
GFY179 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 msh2::KANMX4
GFY180 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 msh2::KANMX4
GFY181 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 msh2::KANMX4
GFY182 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 msh2::KANMX4
GFY183 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)70-TRP1 msh3::KANMX4
GFY184 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)70-TRP1 msh3::KANMX4
GFY185 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 msh6::KANMX4
GFY186 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 msh6::KANMX4
GFY187 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 mlh1::KANMX4
GFY188 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 MSH2-TAP
GFY189 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)70-TRP1 msh3::KANMX4 MSH2-TAP
GFY190 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 msh6::KANMX4 MSH2-TAP
GFY191 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 MSH2-TAP
GFY192 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 lys2202 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)-TRP1 MSH2-TAP
GFY193 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 msh3::KANMX4 MSH2-TAP
GFY194 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 msh6::KANMX4 MSH2-TAP
GFY195 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 msh3::KANMX4
GFY196 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 msh6::KANMX4
GFY197 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal SUP4-opal arg2::(CTG)98-TRP1 msh2::KANMX4
GFY198 MATa ura3851 leu21 his3200 trp163 ade2-opal sup4-opal arg2::(CAG)98-TRP1 msh2::KANMX4
(1) Indicates whether strain contains MSH2-overexpressing plasmid (+) or not (-)
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pMSH2(1) Reference

+
+
+
+
+ (4)
+ (4)

(2)

This work
(2)

This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work

(2) Kerrest et al. (2009) SRS2 and SGS1 prevent chromosomal breaks and stabilize triplet repeats by restraining recombination.
Nature Structural and Molecular Biology 16: 159-167
(3) This strain is a subclone of GFY167 in which the CAG trinucleotide repeat tract was partially contracted
(4) Both strains were transformed with pmsh2-E768A mutant MSH2 gene
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2.2 MSH2 and msh2-E768A overexpression
The wild-type MSH2 gene was PCR amplified and cloned into pCMha190, a derivative of the
multicopy pCM190 plasmid [43], carrying the URA3 selectable marker. The gene was placed
under the control of a doxycyclin-regulated (TetO)7 promoter and tagged in its N-terminus
region with the HA tag. Expression of the Msh2 protein was checked by Western blot, using
an anti-HA antibody ([12CA5], Abcam). The msh2-E768A mutation was ordered as a 1380 bp
DNA sequence (Integrated DNA Technologies) containing the point mutation, and subcloned
into the pCMhaMSH2 plasmid to replace the wild-type sequence. Wild-type MSH2 and
mutant msh2-E768A genes were resequenced after cloning in pCMha190. Plasmid
transformation was performed on SC-URA plates supplemented with 10 g/ml doxycyclin.
Trinucleotide repeat size was verified by Southern blot after transformation, on several
subcloned transformants. Subsequent cultures for instability experiments were performed in
the absence of doxycyclin. Each verified subclone was grown overnight and diluted to an
appropriate concentration before plating on SC-URA supplemented with 10 g/ml
doxycyclin. The level of Msh2 protein was quantified on Western blots. Liquid cultures were
grown to exponential phase in the presence or absence of doxycyclin. Proteins were extracted
on 3 x 108 cells in 200 l Laemmli solution with 100 l glass beads. Proteins were separated
on a 10% acrylamide gel in standard conditions and blotted to a nitrocellulose membrane
(Optitran BA-S 83 reinforced NC, Schleicher & Schuell). Protein load was checked after
blotting by red Ponceau staining. The primary antibody was a polyclonal rabbit antibody
directed against an internal part of the yeast Msh2 protein ([N3C2], GeneTex, 1 g/ml final
concentration). A secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase
was used for detection (Thermo Scientific, 0.16 g/ml final concentration). Quantification
was performed using a ChemiDoc MP Imager (Bio-Rad) with the dedicated Image Lab
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software. The molecular weight marker used was the Precision Plus Protein Standards All
Blue (Bio-Rad).

2.3 Analysis of CAG/CTG repeat instability
Total genomic DNA was extracted from individual yeast colonies grown overnight in YPD
medium. EcoRI and PstI were used to digest genomic DNA of strains containing repeats in
the CTG orientation, EcoRI and XbaI were used in the CAG orientation (Figure 1).
Hybridization was performed with a probe covering ARG2, labeled by random priming [44].
Southern blots are exposed for a fixed amount of time (2-3 days) on a photostimulated
phosphor plate (Fuji) before analysis. The image was treated with Adobe Photoshop (CS3) so
that signal over background levels allow to visualize the most intense bands. When this was
done, one or more than one band corresponding to triplet repeats was (were) visible. Normal
sizes, contractions and expansions were then scored and recorded. If signal over background
levels were modified to be more sensitive (increasing background level), more bands were
detected and sometimes a smear corresponding to multiple repeat tract lengths within the
same colony was visible. These extra bands correspond to instabilities occuring after the very
first generation of colony growth and were not recorded. Heteroduplexes corresponded to
double bands that have comparable intensities and were therefore infered to result from
double-stranded DNA carrying two different informations that segregated at the very first
division of the future colony. Fisher exact tests were performed with the 'R' package [45].

2.4 Analysis of replication fork pauses by 2D gels
MATa yeast cells were arrested in G1 with alpha factor, washed and released in fresh medium
at 23°C. Progression of S phase was followed by microscope observation and confirmed by
FACS analysis on a MACSQuant Analyser (not shown). Time points were collected at 30',
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40', 60' and 90' after release for wild-type cells, or 40', 50', 60' and 90' for mutant strains and
DNA was extracted by the CTAB method [46], with slight modifications to increase DNA
yield. Shortly, cells were frozen overnight at -80°C, thawed on ice, resuspended in 2 ml water
and 2.5 ml solution I (2% CTAB, 1.4 M NaCl, 100 mM Tris HCl pH 7.6, 25 mM EDTA pH
8.0). Subsequently, 167 l Zymolyase 100T (Seikagaku, 30 mg/ml) and 5 l DTT (2M) were
added and tubes were left 1 hour at 30°C. After that step, extraction and gel set up were
performed as described in [46]. Approximately 20 g DNA were digested by ClaI and
hybridized as described before [22]. Hybridization was performed with a probe covering the
left part of the ARG2 gene, labeled by random priming [44]. Replication pausing signals and
Y arc signals were quantified on a Fujifilm FLA-9000, as in [16] with slight modifications.
Only 2D gels whose Y arc signal was above background signals by 20% or more were kept
for further calculation. Pausing index (P) were calculated as the ratio of pausing signal over Y
arc signal, compared to their respective areas (Figure 3, right). Pausing indexes above 1
indicate a more intense signal at the trinucleotide repeat locus than on the average of the Y
arc. Wilcoxon tests were performed with the 'R' package [45].

2.5 Chromatin immunoprecipitation
Msh2p was tagged in its C-terminal part using the TAP tag [47], amplified by PCR from the
Thermo Scientific yeast TAP-fusion library. Correct integration was verified by PCR and
protein expression was checked by Western blot with anti-protein A antibody (P3775, SigmaAldrich). Correct function of the MSH2-TAP construct was verified as follows. The yeast
genome contains an (ATT)35 natural microsatellite, which was amplified using primers
ATT35f and ATT35r (Supplementary Table 1) in wild-type, msh2, msh2 +pMSH2 and
TAP-tagged strains and PCR products were sequenced. Microsatellite instability was detected
in the msh2 strain but not in the three others, confiming the proper function of MSH2-TAP.
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Chromatin immunoprecipitation was performed as previously described [48]. Cells were
grown overnight at 23°C in YPD and diluted the following morning to 4-5 106 cells/ml. After
4-6 hours of growth in YPD at 23°C, cells were fixed with formaldehyde (1% final, 20
minutes). After two washes in PBS, cells were broken with acid-washed glass beads in lysis
buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 140 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1% NP40 and 0.1% Na
Deoxycholate). Lysate was sonicated in a Covaris S220 (LGC Genomics) in tubes AFA
(12x12 mm) using the following setup: Peak Incident Power: 140 Watts, Duty Factor: 5%,
200 cycles, 300 seconds. The average size of chromatin fragments obtained after sonication
was 250 bp, and the distance separating "Up" and "Down" regions amplified by qPCR was
larger (350 bp). The lysate was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 4°C and the supernatant was
incubated with Dynabeads Protein G (Life Technologies) coated with anti-protein A antibody
(P3775, Sigma-Aldrich), overnight at 4°C. After washes, crosslinking was reversed at 65°C
overnight and chromatin was digested with proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich). DNA was purified
on Qiaquick columns (Qiagen) and resuspended in 50 l water. Quantitative real-time PCR
was performed on 4 l of DNA, in triplicate for each couple of primers, using ABsolute
SYBR Fluorescein Mix (Thermo Scientific), in a realplex Mastercycler (Eppendorf).
Table 2: Primers used in this study.
Name
Sequence
UpCTGf
CTCGGTAGCCAAGTTGGTTTAAG#
UpCTGr
GCATTCCCGGCTACAAGGA
DownCTGf GGGGGATCACAGACCATTTCTT
DownCTGr GTCGAACGCCCGATCTCAA
UpCAGf
CCAAGTTGGTTTAAGGCGCA
UpCAGr
GGGGGATCACAGACCATTTCT
DownCAGf CATTCCCGGCTACAAGGACG
DownCAGr TGCAAGTCTGGGAAGTGAATGG#
JEM1f*
TGTGATTTGGCTGAGTTACAACG
JEM1r*
AACTGCCCAGCGATCCATT
ARG2f
AGACCCCGAACACTGTGATG
ARG2r
TCTTGTCACGTAGTGCCCTC
JEM1bisf* TTTTTCCAAGATAACGGCCT
JEM1bisr* GAACTAGCACTAGGCGATAC
ATT35f
GCTTTTCACGTCGAAAGGAAAA
ATT35r
TGACCTTTACAATTTGATATTT
12

PCR product
70 bp
77 bp
79 bp
114 bp
88 bp
91 bp
241 bp
250 bp

* Two couples of primers were tested to qPCR amplify the JEM1 locus. Results obtained with
both couples of primers were comparable.
# UpCTGf and DownCAGr were used as qPCR primers to amplify a 85 bp DNA fragment at
the locus at which triplet repeats were completely deleted (strain GFY192, Table 1 and Figure
5).

3. Results
3.1 Replication fork stalling occurs in both stable and unstable orientations
In order to address the question of correlation between replication fork stalling and
trinucleotide repeat instability, we took advantage of genetically engineered yeast strains
previously used in a former study [22]. Triplet repeats of different lengths were integrated
into yeast chromosome X, at the ARG2 locus, in such a way that the nearest replication origin
was located ca. 7 kb away, telomere-proximal to ARG2. CAG/CTG repeats were cloned in
two opposite orientations, the CTG orientation (in which the lagging-strand template carries
the CTG sequence), or the CAG orientation (in which Okazaki fragments carry the CTG
sequence) (Figure 1). As previously shown [8,22], CAG/CTG repeats of comparable lengths
show radically different stabilities in opposite orientations, since 42.9% (82/191) alleles in the
CTG orientation exhibit a repeat contraction (Figure 2A), whereas only 15.2% (20/131)
harbor a contraction in the CAG orientation (Figure 2B), this difference being very significant
(Fisher exact test, p-value= 1.18 x 10-7). In order to look for a possible correlation of repeat
contractions with replication fork pausing, yeast strains containing short (around 60 triplets)
or long (around 98 triplets) CAG/CTG repeats, cloned in both orientations, were arrested
using alpha-factor, then released into S phase. DNA was collected at different time points
after release, and analyzed by 2D gels [22]. If replication forks are paused at -or neartrinucleotide repeats, a bulge on the descending Y arc, where repeats are located, should be
detected. Unexpectedly, both orientations stall replication forks with similar efficacies and
pauses are more pronunced in S phase as compared to G2 phase, which could be expected
(Figure 3). Note that a strain in which the trinucleotide repeat tract was precisely deleted
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without modifying the rest of the locus showed no detectable replication fork pause (CTG
strain, Figure 3). The conical shape visible above the Y arc, presumably corresponding to
reversed replication forks was also quantified, as previously [22]. A weak inverse correlation
was found between the amount of cone and the pausing signal (Pearson's correlation p-value:
0.097). This suggests that fork reversing may occur more frequently when forks are not
stalled by repeats.
These experiments unambiguously show that chromosome-borne CAG/CTG trinucleotide
repeats stall replication forks in both orientations, and concluded that there is no direct
correlation between replication fork stalling and triplet repeat contractions. Therefore, repeat
contractions must arise by a mechanism different from replication fork stalling. Since no
expansion was detected in the CTG orientation, and only one in the CAG orientation, it was
not possible to address the effect of replication pausing on triplet repeat expansions. This low
level of expansions is similar to what was observed by other authors in recent publications
[40,49].

3.2 Replication fork stalling depends on the integrity of the mismatch-repair machinery
Then, we reasoned that transient binding of mismatch-repair proteins to CAG and CTG
slipped-strand structures in vivo, rather than structures alone, could promote replication fork
stalling. MSH2 was therefore deleted in yeast strains harboring long CAG/CTG repeats, and
replicating DNA was analyzed by 2D gels, as previously. Results show that replication fork
pausing is decreased in the CTG orientation (Figure 4, Wilcoxon p-value= 0.06), but
surprisingly not in the CAG orientation (Wilcoxon p-value= 0.6). In order to find out which
subcomplex of the mismatch-repair machinery was responsible for replication pausing,
MSH3, MSH6, and MLH1 were individually deleted in the CTG orientation. In msh6 and
mlh1 strains, replication pausing is reduced, although more drastically in msh6 (Wilcoxon
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p-value= 0.005) than in mlh1 (p-value= 0.01). In msh3, pausing is also reduced but not
statistically different from wild type (p-value= 0.13). We therefore concluded that MutS and
the Mlh1-Pms1 complexes contribute to replication fork stalling at CTG trinucleotide repeats.

3.3 MutS complexes promote CAG/CTG heteroduplex formation or stabilization
In order to try to increase replication pausing, MSH2 was cloned on a multicopy plasmid,
under the control of the doxycyclin-regulated (TetO)7 promoter [43]. msh2 strains
containing CAG/CTG repeats were transformed with this construct (subsequently called
pMSH2), and replicating DNA was analyzed by 2D gels. In both orientations, pausing signals
are not increased as compared to msh2 strains. It must be pointed out however, that strains
harboring pMSH2 grew slower, were harder to synchronize than other strains, and DNA
extracted from such strains often showed artefactual signals on 2D gels. In these strains, cell
cycle was delayed in such a way that 2.5 hours after alpha-factor release, S phase was still not
completed, whereas in the normal situation it was completed 2 hours after release. Therefore,
it is possible that this apparent lack of effect on pausing is due to some cell cycle
dysregulation by MSH2 overexpression.
However, subsequent analyses of repeat tract lengths in yeast colonies containing pMSH2,
showed an unexpected phenotype. In both orientations, contractions dramatically increased,
going from 42.9% to 74.1% of repeat tract lengths in the CTG orientation (Figure 2A, Fisher
exact test, p-value= 6.50 x 10-11), and from 15.2% to 65.7% of repeat tract lengths in the CAG
orientation (Figure 2B, Fisher exact test, p-value< 2.20 x 10-16). By comparison, in msh2
cells there is no difference in stability as compared to wild-type cells, in the CTG orientation
(Fisher exact test, p-value= 0.57), but a significant reduction in contraction rate was detected
in the CAG orientation (Figure 2B, p-value= 7.59 x 10-4). Careful examination of DNA from
colonies overexpressing MSH2 showed that most of these contractions were found within
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colonies exhibiting at least two alleles (sometimes three or four) of different lengths and of
comparable intensities (Figure 1). Sectored colonies, containing two different alleles, are
classically attributed to non-repaired heteroduplexes occuring during homologous
recombination (reviewed in [50]). They are frequently detected within trinucleotide repeat
tracts, both during meiotic and mitotic recombination [5,15]. Here, sectored colonies
dramatically increase when MSH2 is overexpressed, going from 4.4% to 76.7% of colonies in
the CTG orientation (Fisher exact test, p-value< 2.20 x 10-16), and from 1.6% to 35.7% of
colonies in the CAG orientation (p-value= 1.56 x 10-10). Sectored colonies also significantly
increased when MSH2 was overexpressed in a wild-type strain (4.4% to 18.1%, Fisher exact
test, p-value=7.95 x 10-5), although not quite to the level of the msh2 strain overexpressing
the same plasmid. It is interesting to note that contractions are increased in both orientations,
whereas expansions are only increased in the CAG orientation (Fisher exact test, p-value=
1.07 x 10-3). This result suggests that overexpressing MSH2 tends to deregulate trinucleotide
repeat stability perhaps by helping formation and/or stabilization of heteroduplex regions
containing slipped-stranded structures, thus leading to unrepaired molecules that may
ultimately be resolved as two DNA molecules of different lengths. However, it is peculiar that
this effect is observed without co-overexpression of MSH3 or MSH6. It is therefore possible
that MSH2 overexpression by itself may deregulate the balance of MutS subcomplexes
assembly within cells or titrate some essential replication factor like PCNA, indirectly leading
to the observed effect.
It is striking that in some sectored colonies, none of the two bands corresponds in size to the
trinucleotide repeat parental size (Figure 1, lanes labeled with an asterisk). These colonies do
not correspond to classical heteroduplex molecules in which one strand exhibits the parental
allele and the other strand a contracted (or expanded) allele. This observation is reminiscent
of the unconventional "rearranged heteroduplexes" described during meiotic recombination of
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a human minisatellite integrated in the yeast genome [51], and suggests that similar complex
rearrangements occur at the trinucleotide repeat tract when the mismatch-repair machinery is
perturbed. Contracted allele lengths detected in colonies into which one allele was parental
(classical heteroduplex) and contracted allele lengths in colonies into which none of the
alleles was parental (complex heteroduplex) were compared. In the CTG orientation no
significant difference was observed, most contractions detected in both types of colonies
being rather small (Figure 2C). However, in the CAG orientation contractions were larger,
particularly in classical heteroduplexes (Figure 2C, one parental band) and both distributions
were different. This confirms that classical heteroduplex and complex heteroduplex probably
occur by different mechanisms, at least in the CAG orientation.

In order to identify whether a MutS complex was specifically involved in heteroduplex
formation, we transformed pMSH2 in msh3 and msh6 strains in the CTG orientation, and
analyzed trinucleotide repeat lengths. In the msh6 strain, levels of both contractions and
sectored colonies dramatically dropped, and were not statistically different from those
detected in the wild-type strain (Fisher exact test respective p-values= 0.42 and 0.37). In the
msh3 strain, the level of contractions is significantly reduced below wild-type levels (17.2%,
Fisher exact test, p-value= 1.39 x 10-3) and sectored colonies drop to 3.1% of analyzed
colonies, a proportion similar to wild type (Figure 2A). Note that both msh3 and msh3
+pMSH2 strains carry a small contraction of the repeat tract (70 instead of 98 triplets) in the
CTG orientation. However, there is no statistical difference in sectored colonies between
these two strains.
This proves that both MutS and MutS are involved in formation and/or stabilization of
heteroduplex regions. As a control, deletions of MSH3 and MSH6 by themselves did not
increase the proportion of sectored colonies in any orientation (Figure 2). However, in the
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CAG orientation, contractions were significantly decreased in msh3 and msh6 strains
(Fisher exact test respective p-values= 0.005 and 0.015), to levels comparable to what was
observed in the msh2 mutant.
In order to determine if MSH2 ATPase activity was required for heteroduplex formation, we
introduced a point mutation in the MSH2 Walker B motif (Glu768->Ala768). This mutation
does not affect heterodimerization nor the ability to bind mismatched DNA but dramatically
reduces ATPase activity and results in mutation rates similar to the null allele [52,53]. The
msh2-E768A gene was placed under the control of the same doxycyclin-regulated (TetO)7
promoter and expressed as previously. In both orientations, the frequency of sectored colonies
observed was similar to the frequency observed in wild-type strains (Figure 2). Interestingly,
Tome and colleagues also showed that the MSH2 ATPase domain was required for
expansions in mice, suggesting that they occur through a process that is not solely dependent
on DNA binding but requires a functional MMR system [35], an observation reminiscent of
what was observed here for heteroduplex formation.

3.4 MutS complexes are enriched at the CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeat locus
In order to detect a possible direct interaction of MutS complexes with trinucleotide repeats in
vivo, chromatin immunoprecipitation was used. The Msh2 protein was tagged at its Cterminal end with the TAP tag [47]. After checking that the tagged protein was properly
expressed and functional (see Materials & Methods), ChIP experiments were performed in
wild-type strains as well as in msh3 and msh6 mutants containing triplet repeats in both
orientations. Designing reliable primers for real-time qPCR within long trinucleotide repeat
tracts was impossible. Therefore, it was chosen to design two sets of primers, one upstream
and one downstream of the trinucleotide repeat tract (Figure 5, "Up" and "Down" regions). In
wild-type strains in both orientations, Msh2p binding was increased upstream and
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downstream the trinucleotide repeat tract (Figure 5). This binding was totally abolished in a
msh3 mutant, in both orientations. In the msh6 mutant, Msh2 enrichment was lost in the
CAG orientation but not in the CTG orientation, showing that MutS accumulates only in the
CAG orientation whereas MutS is present at repeat tracts in both orientations. This suggests
that different secondary structures may be formed at CAG/CTG triplet repeats and are
recognized by different MutS complexes, depending on the orientation of the repeat tract.

4. Discussion
4.1 Replication pauses occur within plasmidic and chromosomal CAG/CTG trinucleotide
repeats
It was previously published that CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeats stall replication forks when
they are carried by a bacterial [19] or yeast plasmid [18]. In the present work, we show for the
first time that replication fork stalling occurs in both orientations at a chromosome-borne
CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeat. Stalling is not linked to contractions, more stable repeats
stalling forks as efficiently as unstable ones. In a former work, using a similar experimental
set up but much shorter triplet repeats (~50-55 CTG triplets), it was not possible to detect a
transient pausing signal by 2D gel [22]. This demonstrates that a minimal repeat size is
required in order to stall replication forks in such a way that they may be detected by 2D gel.
Replication fork stallings happening at the Ter sequence in Escherichia coli and
Bacillus subtilis, in yeast rDNA repeats, at the Schizosaccharomyces pombe mat1 locus, or in
the Epstein-Barr virus, are all due to DNA-protein complexes transiently arresting forks
(reviewed in [54]) and sometimes leading to formation of a double-strand break (reviewed in
[55]). Here, we propose that replication fork pausing at CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeats is due
to transient association of such repeats with mismatch-repair proteins, possibly through
interactions with DNA secondary structure.
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4.2 Mismatch-repair dependent trinucleotide repeat instability
We also show that contractions (and expansions in the CAG orientation) are increased when
MSH2 is overexpressed. In the msh2 mutant, the only significant effect detected was a
decrease of contractions in the CAG orientation. Former reports showed small but detectable
effects of mismatch-repair mutants on CAG/CTG instability in yeast. Schweitzer and
Livingston [56] showed a clear effect of MMR mutants on repeat tract length, corresponding
to additions/deletions of one repeat unit only, similar to the well-described microsatellite
instability phenotype associated to mismatch-repair mutations and colorectal cancers [57,58].
Schmidt and colleagues [59] made a similar observation in bacteria. However, these authors
did not score sectored colonies. Other authors found a 2-3 fold increase in contractions
[60,61], or a 10-fold decrease in expansions [62] in a msh2 mutant, but sectored colonies
were not reported. Therefore, the large increase in sectored colonies observed in the present
work, when MSH2 is overexpressed, could not be observed before and cannot be compared to
former published results. In a recent report, small incremental CAG/CTG expansions were
detected by individual tracking of repeat length in independent yeast colonies during 14 days
time course experiments. The authors showed that these expansions were MSH3 dependent
[49]. It must also be noted that previous authors worked with shorter repeats than those used
in the present study (25 triplets in [62], 30 triplets in [60], and 50 triplets in [61]), and it is
most likely that triplet repeats need to reach a threshold length in order to form secondary
structures bound by the MMR machinery. However, given that this sectoring phenotype was
observed when MSH2 alone was overexpressed (without co-expression of MSH3 or MSH6) it
is possible that the observed phenotype resulted from an indirect effect due to perturbations in
MutS subcomplexes assembly or titration of some essential replication factor like PCNA.
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It would have been interesting to address the effect of msh2-E768A overexpression on
replication fork pausing and binding to repeat tract. We predict that binding by itself should
not be altered, therefore replication fork pausing should still be detected. However, strains
overexpressing MSH2 or its mutant allele are hard to synchronize and exhibit dysregulation of
the cell cycle that make 2D gels hard to interpret. Therefore, other experiments need to be
designed in order to address these specific questions.

4.3 Similarities and differences between mammalian and yeast models
Mapping of replication origins by nascent strand analysis in a mice model of myotonic
dystrophy, showed that the expanded triplet repeat was replicated in the CAG orientation
[63]. When the level of Msh2 or Msh3 was reduced in these same mice, expansions were
reduced too. Here, when MSH2 is deleted in the CAG orientation, there is no difference in the
level of expansions observed (Figure 2B). However, when it is overexpressed, expansions are
increased (Fisher exact test p-value= 1.074 x 10-3), suggesting the existence of subtle
differences in CAG/CTG repeat replication - or in MMR protein levels - between yeast and
mammalian cells.
In human cells, MutS is normally more abundant than MutS [64,65], unless MSH3 is
overexpressed in a cancer cell line, leading to an increase in MutS complexes [65]. In mice it
is the opposite, since MSH3 is more abundant than MSH6 in many tissues, suggesting that
MutS is more abundant than MutS [36]. In yeast, Msh6p is about 7 times more abundant
than Msh3p [66], suggesting that MutS is more abundant than MutS. Given that Msh2p is
twice as much abundant than needed to assemble the two complexes, it might be possible that
some free uncomplexed Msh2p or Msh2p homodimers may exist within the cell [66]. It is
worth noting that MLH1 overexpression in yeast strongly increases spontaneous mutagenesis
[67] whereas MSH2 overexpression does not [68]. Furthermore, hMLH1 or hMSH2
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overexpression increases apoptosis in human cells [69] whereas the overexpression of yeast
MSH2 was not reported to affect viability [68], pointing to subtle differences between yeast
and human MMR.
It is known that CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeats mainly contract in yeast cells in both
orientations (although some expansions are detected in the CAG orientation), whereas there is
a clear trend towards expansions in human and mice cells (reviewed in [2]). Chromatin
structures of DNA in these two eukaryotic cell types share similarities as well as differences,
and could certainly be one of the factors involved in this discrepancy. In human cells, the
HDAC3 and HDAC5 histone deacetylase complexes are involved in CAG/CTG repeat
expansions, and in yeast cells the HDAC3 homologue has the same effect [30,70]. However,
it was shown that chromatin organization at trinucleotide repeats embedded in a yeast natural
chromosome exhibit a noncanonical structure, involving binding of Hmo1p, a high mobility
group protein without obvious orthologue in the human genome [71].

4.4 Evidence for secondary stuctures at CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeats in vivo
In a former work, Liu and colleagues [72] showed that induction of a CAG/CTG repeattargeted nuclease in mammalian cells, induced the formation of molecules that were
interpreted to be products of hairpin digestion by the nuclease, supporting the existence of
such secondary structures in vivo. Very recently, Axford and colleagues [73] used an antibody
directed against cruciform structures [74] to immunoprecipitate DNA extracted from
myotonic dystrophy patient tissues. They showed that immunoprecipitated DNA was enriched
in secondary structures, suggesting that such structures existed in vivo, in non-replicating
DNA.
We propose a new model (Figure 6), in which slipped-stranded secondary structure formation
may occur at CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeat tracts, probably happening more often on the
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lagging- or leading-strand templates than on newly-synthesized strands. Secondary structures
may be recognized by MutS following the replication fork during S phase. We postulate that
the complex may not be released from the structure until the following S phase, leading to
replication fork stalling in a few instances (6-9% of replication forks are stalled, based on
pausing indexes). Stalling may occur through direct interaction of MutS with the
approaching replication machinery, or indirectly by signaling unrepaired damage to the cell.
These rare events may occasionally lead to fork breakage, although double-strand break
frequency is too low to be detected in our experimental set up, despite numerous attempts.
If MSH2 is overexpressed, secondary structures may bind MutS and/or MutS, stabilizing
heteroduplex regions and leading to formation of transient hDNA resolved during the
following S phase as two DNA molecules of different lengths, one of them giving rise to a
contracted allele. In the rare cases in which hairpin formation occurs on the newlysynthesized strand, resolution of the heteroduplex region will give rise to an expansion, as
seen in the CAG orientation. As an alternative hypothesis, given the large increase of
contractions in both orientations when MSH2 is overexpressed, it is possible that
overexpression of Msh2p induces more slipped-stranded structures, thus generating more
contractions. One may wonder how imperfect hairpins may survive another cell cycle without
being processed by structure-specific nucleases, such as the Mre11-Rad50 complex [75]. It is
however possible that MutS/ binding to such hairpins protects DNA from degradation by
these nucleases.
Finally, the effect of MSH2 overexpression may not be due to a direct binding of MMR
complexes to secondary structures but to partial titration of PCNA, reducing replication fork
processivity, therefore increasing replication slippage, leading to contractions. The fact that S
phase duration is increased when MSH2 is overexpressed is in favor of this hypothesis,
whereas Msh2p enrichment at trinucleotide repeats, as well as the necessary presence of
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Msh3p and Msh6p to observe sectored colonies do not support this hypothesis, although the
two models (secondary structure interaction and PCNA interaction) are not formally exclusive
from each other.

5. Conclusions
In the present work we show that there is no correlation between contractions and replication
fork pausing within CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeats in yeast cells, suggesting that another
mechanism is responsible for repeat contractions. In addition, we also show that the MMR
complex, involved in detecting and repairing replication errors, is also involved in replication
fork pausing within trinucleotide repeats. This complex contains the Msh2 protein and we
show that this protein is found enriched at the trinucleotide repeat locus, this enrichment
depending on two other proteins of the same complex, Msh3 and Msh6. Finally, trinucleotide
repeat tract length analysis in several mutants of the MMR complex suggests that it triggers or
stabilizes the formation of transient heteroduplex DNA regions containing different repeat
lengths on each DNA strand. These discoveries will be helpful to understand processes
underlying trinucleotide repeat instabilities in human cells.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 A: Schematic representation of the ARG2 locus containing CAG/CTG repeats in the
CTG orientation. Arrow on the left (Rep.) indicates replication fork movement coming from
ARS 1010 [22]. Restriction sites used for Southern blots are indicated (EcoRI and PstI).
Hybridization with a probe covering ARG2 reveals three different signals: band A (1388 bp),
band C (692 bp) and a variable band B containing the trinucleotide repeat tract. Below are
shown representative Southern blots, in each strain background studied. Each lane contains
total genomic DNA extracted from one independent yeast colony, grown for 25 generations,
digested by EcoRI and PstI. Positions of bands A, B and C, revealed by hybridization with the
ARG2 probe are indicated to the left. (CNG)n size markers show positions of PCR fragments
hybridizing to the probe and used on each gel to estimated CAG or CTG trinucleotide repeat
sizes. One millimeter on a gel corresponds to 15-23 base pairs (mean= 19  1 bp),
corresponding to 5-8 triplets, which is the best possible resolution on such gels. Sectored
colonies, detected as lanes containing two or more bands of relatively similar intensities, are
frequent when MSH2 is overexpressed from the pMSH2 plasmid, unless MSH3 or MSH6 are
deleted. Lanes labeled with an asterisk (*) correspond to colonies harboring complex events,
i.e. colonies in which none of the two bands observed correspond to the repeat parental size,
and which therefore do not correspond to classical heteroduplex molecules (see subsection
3.3). B: Western blot showing the level of Msh2p in the presence or absence of 10g/ml
doxycyclin in the culture medium, in the msh2 +pMSH2 strain (GFY182) and in the msh2
+pmsh2-E768A strain (GFY198), along with the corresponding wild-type strain before its
transformation with one of the two plasmids (GFY167). Msh2p is 108.8 kD and migrates
right above the 100 kD MW marker. Protein levels normalized to an internal standard and
compared to GFY167 strain are indicated below each lane. Note that the anti-Msh2p antibody
cross-reacts with another protein present in near-stochiometric amount as compared to Msh2p
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and migrating slightly faster (shown by bracket). It cannot be Msh3p or Msh6p which are
both larger than Msh2p, but may be a degradation product of one of the MutS proteins. C:
Same as A, in the CAG orientation. Restriction sites used for Southern blots are EcoRI and
XbaI in this orientation. Frequent sectored colonies were also detected in this orientation
when MSH2 was overexpressed. D: Same as A, for strains harboring the pmsh2-E768A
overexpression plasmid, in both orientations.
Repeat tracts are around 100 triplets long in each strain, except in the wild-type strain in the
CAG orientation in which it is slightly longer (ca. 120 triplets), and in the msh3 strain in
which it is slightly shorter (ca. 70 triplets long), despite our repeated unsuccessful attempts to
build a msh3 strain containing a longer repeat tract.
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Figure 2 Instability of CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeat tracts and sectored colonies in MMR
mutant backgrounds. A: Instability in the CTG orientation. Contractions and expansions are
represented respectively in blue and orange, as the percentage of contracted or expanded
alleles (above or below the original size) detected on Southern blots as compared to the total
number of alleles detected. Purple bars correspond to the percentage of colonies in which
more than one alleles was detected. Error bars correspond to 95% confidence intervals. B:
Same as above in the CAG orientation. Black stars show mutant distributions significantly
different from their respective wild-type distributions (CAG or CTG orientations), as
determined by Fisher exact tests (p-value < 0.01). Red stars indicate that contractions and
sectored colonies are not statistically different (p-value > 0.99) in msh3 and msh3 +pMSH2
strains in the CTG orientation. Raw numbers are shown under each graph. Expans.:
expansions; Contract.: contractions; Sectored: number of colonies showing more than one
allele. In parenthesis is shown the number of sectored colonies in which none of the observed
alleles is of parental size. Alleles: total number of different alleles detected on Southern blots,
including those from sectored colonies; Colonies: total number of colonies analyzed by
Southern blots. C: Contracted allele length comparisons of sectored colonies containing one
parental band (classical heteroduplex, in blue) with colonies containing no parental band
(complex heteroduplex, in orange), in both orientations. Contractions were separated into four
different categories, less than 26 triplets, 25-49 triplets, 50-89 triplets and more than 89
triplets (close to starting size, only one allele showed such length).
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Figure 3 Replication fork stalling at CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeats happens in both
orientations. Left: 2D gels of DNA collected during S-phase time courses are shown. Two
repeat lengths were used for the CAG orientation: short repeat tract corresponding to ca. 60
triplets, long repeat tracts corresponding to ca. 120 triplets. Red arrows point to the locus at
which trinucleotide repeat tracts are integrated, and where thickening of the Y arc
corresponding to replication fork stalling is also detected. A 2D gel of the strain in which the
trinucleotide repeat tract was perfectly deleted and in which no pausing signal was detected is
shown above (CTG). The graph to the upper right shows the weak inverse correlation
between replication fork pausing (P) and cone signal (C). Replication pausing indexes (P) are
calculated as the ratio of pausing signal over Y arc signal, compared to their respective areas.
Right: The graph shows pausing indexes for each time point, in each orientation, grey
diamonds corresponding to the CTG strain, blue diamonds corresponding to CAG
orientation and red diamonds to CTG orientation. Pausing indexes are shown for S or G2
phases of the cell cycle, as determined by visual inspection and flow cytometry analyses (not
shown). For the CAG orientation, short and long repeat tracts were merged in this graph. For
the CTG strain, only S phase time points were collected.
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Figure 4 Effect of mismatch-repair mutants on replication fork stalling. Upper part: 2D gels
are shown, for CTG orientation and CAG orientation. Repeat tract lengths are as in Figure 1.
Red arrows point to replication fork pauses whose pausing indexes are statistically above 1.
Dotted red arrows point to pausing signals that are statistically lower than the wild-type
signal. Lower part: Graphs showing P in msh2 or msh2 +pMSH2 cells in both orientations
(left), or in other MMR mutants in the CTG orientation only (right). Pausing indexes are
shown for S or G2 phases of the cell cycle, as determined by visual inspection and flow
cytometry analyses (not shown). The p-values of Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests showing a
significant difference between a given mutant and the wild-type reference (Figure 3) are
indicated. For the tests S and G2 values were merged.
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Figure 5 Real-time qPCR quantification of Msh2p immunoprecipitation. Two couples of
primers located directly upstream (Up) and downstream (Down) of the trinucleotide repeat
tract were designed, as well as two other couples of primers, located respectively 2.7 kb
upstream (JEM1) and downstream (ARG2) of the repeat tract (Table 2). Enrichment rates
were determined as the ratio of immunoprecipitated DNA at each locus on
immunoprecipitated DNA at the ARG2 locus. Each diamond represents one independent
experiment. X axis: the four different loci studied. Y axis: ratio of (immunoprecipitated DNA
at each locus) divided by (immunoprecipitated DNA at ARG2). Statistical significance
(Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test p-values) of Msh2p loss of enrichment in each mutant strain
was compared to the corresponding wild-type strain and shown on each graph. Only the
msh6 strain in the CTG orientation was not statistically different from the wild-type strain in
the same orientation, although the overall level of Msh2p enrichment was slightly reduced.
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Figure 6 Models of interactions between MMR proteins and CAG/CTG trinucleotide repeats.
For the sake of clarity, only one orientation was shown here and only one strand (the laggingstrand template) was shown to carry secondary structures, but such structures may form on
any strand during replication. Single-stranded DNA may transiently appear on the laggingstrand (or leading-strand) template, allowing formation of DNA hairpin(s) and/or slippedstrand structures. MMR proteins traveling with replication forks may recognize and bind such
structures, interfering with the replication fork (represented here by PCNA/Pol ) and in rare
instances promoting replication fork stalling. Alternatively, fork reversion may occur, as
suggested by the small increase in conical shapes visible on 2D gels when pausing signals
decrease. Some secondary structures may be unwound by fork reversal, although this is
highly speculative, as shown by the questionmark.
When MSH2 is overexpressed, formation of MutS/ complexes is facilitated and such
complexes bind to secondary structures, stabilizing them and protecting them from
degradation by structure-specific nucleases. These heteroduplex regions will give rise to one
normal-length allele and one contracted allele during the next replication round. Note that if
secondary structures occur on newly-synthesized fragments themselves, MMR binding and
hDNA stabilization should preferentially lead to expansions, which is seldom observed.
Alternatively, MSH2 overexpression may lead to partial titration of PCNA, reducing
replication fork processivity, therefore increasing replication slippage leading to contractions.
The fact that S phase duration is increased when MSH2 is overexpressed favors this
hypothesis, whereas Msh2p enrichment at trinucleotide repeats, as well as the necessary
presence of Msh3p and Msh6p to observe sectored colonies do not support this hypothesis,
although the two models (secondary structure interaction and PCNA interaction) are not
formally exclusive from each other.
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